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Q1 Tuesday, January 11, 2022: Session # 4 - How to Plan and Do a
Literature Review-SteinauerSession Evaluation Form
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# COMMENTS FOR SESSION 6: DATE

1 Great topic and very useful information presented. As Dr. DaRosa stated, incorporating a
librarian into the session may have also been helpful.

1/13/2022 10:42 AM

2 Wow- what a tremendous amount of helpful information. It did feel overwhelming at times and I
wished I could have digested the information in small bites over a longer period of time.
Because many of us were clearly at varying levels of familiarity and experience, it might have
been nice to assess this and work with groups based on level of expertise. This could have
been an ideal session to have our mentors present at to work with us a bit on our individual
research question searches. One of the articles for this session was behind a paywall-- having
a heads up that this might happen for furture sessions about specific articles might help and
give us enough time to work with our library to get a copy. Jody is clearly extremely
knowledgeable-- it was so great to have her provide background and answer our questions.

1/12/2022 10:12 PM

3 Very useful session - appreciated the teaching + multiple opportunities to practice with
structured questions and then our own searches. I have a much better understanding of MeSH
terms + parentheses, also gratitude for research librarians. Articles were great - as someone
w/no experience in educational research, really helpful to get these overviews + editors
perspectives. I wish I'd had a clearer vision for my EAP so that I could've made better use of
the time to search and chance to ask more questions, but still appreciated this session for
practical application.

1/12/2022 11:48 AM

4 Really great session with tangible learning! Loved the demonstration and engagement during
the session! Loved being able to work on searches myself during this session and be able to
get immediate feedback! One of my favorite sessions this week.

1/12/2022 10:50 AM

5 I loved this session! I found it to be extremely useful and practical and the hands on
experience was so helpful.

1/12/2022 8:50 AM

6 Loved the interactive hands on session! 1/12/2022 8:46 AM

7 Really nice session on a somewhat dreaded activity. The skills shared helped me feel better
about approaching the lit review using all the different sources and tips for searching. Thank
you!

1/12/2022 8:39 AM

8 I loved this session - so practical! The process of actually performing a literature search using
MeSH Terms was invaluable. I've taken a library course before on PubMed and this was so

1/12/2022 12:30 AM
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Quality of the Presentation and Facilitation1 - Low quality5
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Accomplishment of Objectives1 - Objectives were not
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Usefulness of Information/Skill in my Educational
Responsibilities1 - Not useful5 - Very useful
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much better!

9 A very valuable session. Learning a needed tool. 1/11/2022 10:08 PM

10 Simply fantastic. Love the use of time to play with the programming, troubleshoot, but also
pursue our own interests within the lesson. Very well taught.

1/11/2022 4:21 PM

11 excellent to have time to practice. Great lectures very interactive! thank you for this! 1/11/2022 4:10 PM

12 Very useful to put lessons into action and practice! 1/11/2022 3:28 PM

13 So helpful to do real time searches and implement the techniques taught. I still have a ways to
go but this was so informative.

1/11/2022 3:22 PM

14 Great session with good time to practice and get feedback on searches. 1/11/2022 3:05 PM

15 Amazing, so kind of Jody to offer so much personalized help. 1/11/2022 3:04 PM

16 Thank you for the necessary time for practice. Thank you for your enthusiasm on this topic. 1/11/2022 3:04 PM

17 This was my favorite day/session of the entire program thus far! I enjoyed the small group
activity and the ability to practice our searches. But I feel like I truly understand the benefit of
a comprehensive literature search now as I didnt perform this rigorously or thoroughly before I
LOVED THIS SESSION!

1/11/2022 2:52 PM

18 Fantastic session. Much needed info that was directly applicable to prepping my project.
Thank you for giving us hands on time to practice and troubleshoot and ask questions. I will
definitely be scheduling a 1:1 session with my librarian asap. I think Jody was very well
organized. She told us at the beginning how much time she wanted to spend with each
topic/task. That was helpful in understanding the structure of our day.

1/11/2022 2:51 PM

19 This was awesome. All of the built in time for going through the steps one-by-one, trouble-
shooting, team work to brainstorm and help each other, and independent work time really made
what could have been a very dry topic into a really engaging topic. Thank you so much for
sharing your knowledge with us and setting us up with a great tool to do research well.

1/11/2022 2:50 PM

20 Tough being a Boomer and working through the actual practice of literature search, but Jody
made this approachable. Would have loved to have been in person to trouble shoot this with
more in person help and someone looking over my shoulder. That said,....man how helpful!
This has changed everything for me. Thank you.

1/11/2022 2:47 PM

21 Excellent session! I really enjoyed the hands-on portion where we got to practice our search
strategies. This was really helpful and I learned a lot. This will help me perform much more
targeted and directed literature searches!

1/11/2022 2:47 PM

22 I am really surprised with how good this session was. I walked away feeling like I learned a
LOT and felt much more motivated and empowered to do a literature review. It was really
engaging.

1/11/2022 2:47 PM
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0.00% 0

Q2 I did not attend Session 4.
Answered: 0 Skipped: 28

Total Respondents: 0  

!  No matching responses.

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Check here.
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Q3 Additional comments for the ASL Program:
Answered: 11 Skipped: 17

# RESPONSES DATE

1 A PDF version of the slides for this session would enhance the ability for participants to follow
along with the lecture.

1/13/2022 10:42 AM

2 Incredibly useful - I liked having the opportunity to search, as well as Dr. Steinauer sharing her
screen so we could utilize her tips and tricks!

1/12/2022 6:57 PM

3 Great presentation and very helpful to learn how to use different databases. I found in my
breakout sessions that we tended to focus more on discussing our projects (which I loved)
than practicing the searches.

1/12/2022 9:26 AM

4 appreciate all administrators and leaders of the program--excellent!!! 1/11/2022 4:10 PM

5 HAppy to be flexible to fit in the content/experience we may have missed 1/11/2022 3:28 PM

6 Excellent session! 1/11/2022 3:22 PM

7 Consider asking participants to use the raise hand function in Zoom because we tend to start
to speak over each other when doing the reflections or discussing a point. I try to be polite so
as not to speak over people but this often ends with me missing the chance to add to the
discussion and I worry this will come off as I am not engaged which is not at all the case.

1/11/2022 3:04 PM

8 Thank you for giving your all during these trying times. 1/11/2022 3:04 PM

9 Hopefully you guys can record the zoom session on how to evaluate an article for those that
can't make the session.

1/11/2022 2:51 PM

10 Excellent session!! 1/11/2022 2:47 PM

11 REALLY good session. Wouldn't change a thing about this one. 1/11/2022 2:47 PM


